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Senior Stewards Report 
 

Name of Track Woodbine  

Date Monday, 6 Aug 2018 Post-time 1:00 

Weather Race 1 - 10: Humid (Temp: 31 deg. C)  

Track Conditions  Type: Tapeta Turf: Firm Lane 1 

Number of Races 10  

Scratches         Vet: 3 Stewards: 6 Track:   

 

Senior Steward Associate Steward Associate Steward 

Fenton Platts John Dorion Paul Nielsen 

 
Report on day’s Events: (Backstretch - accidents, fines, suspensions, objections, disqualifications, refunds, pertinent incidents, 

general details etc., Film Reviews, Races, Claims) 

 

Backstretch:  
 
Jockey Jerome Lermyte excused from his mount in the 10th race today. 
 
Jockey Agent Neal Wilson attended and informed us that he is no longer representing Luis 
Contreras. 
 
Trainers submitted scratches due to extreme heat values today, all those requesting to be 
excused will be a Stewards scratch. 
 
  

 

Film Reviews: 
 
Race 2, August 5, 2018. Gary Boulanger, Omar Moreno and R. King as rep. It was first jump and 
no action taken on G. Boulanger. 
 
Stewards conducted a crop check in the Jockey Quarters, to ensure all crops used in racing by 
the Jockeys, are within the guidelines stipulated in TB Rule 9.27.02 Directive 4-2009. There were 
a few broken poppers (end piece that makes contact with the horse), some poppers had been 

  

  



modified with stitching and one crop that was of an illegitimate length. Jockey valets informed that 
these crops are not to be used and must either be corrected or removed from the Jockey 
Quarters. 
  

 

Races: 
 
Race 1, clear 
 
Race 2, #3 Bohemian Queen was off a step slow, prevailed 
 
Race 3, clear, shortened post parades due to the extreme heat. Horses will parade and go 
straight to the gate. 
 
Race 4, Turf, #3 Graced lightning, appeared to take a bad step at the top of the stretch and was 
eased through the stretch, the horse ambulance was dispatched to attend to the horse. Jockey 
Gary Boulanger, #3, was excused from weighing back in.  
Rest good 
 
Race 5, #1 off  a step slow, rest good 
 
Race 6, Due to heavy rains, the sixth race has been delayed and taken off the turf, to be run at 6 
and 1/2 furlongs on the Tapeta. #3 was a late Stewards' scratch. 
At 3:40 PM, Director of Thoroughbred Racing, Steve Lym contacted us to inform the remainder of 
the racing card today has been cancelled due to weather related conditions. We forwarded this to 
all contacts. 
 
Mutuel Handle: $1,216,586. 

 

Claims: 

 

 


